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About This Game

Caveman Alive - is a very simple platformer with elements of survival. Imagine that you were the last of your tribe. Everywhere
are many enemies, thirsty for your death, and the main problem is hunger. One of your main tasks is picking up pieces of meat.

After you have collected all the pieces of meat on a level the door will open , passing through which, you will be taken to the
next level. Be careful on each level, a variety of traps is waiting for you. Act prudently and plan each step, cheat on monsters

and then it won't be difficult to easily overcome all the surprises that have been prepared for this game.
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Title: Caveman Alive
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Vyacheslav Shilikhin
Publisher:
Vyacheslav Shilikhin
Release Date: 7 Oct, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP\Vista\7\8

Processor: Intel Core i3

Memory: 1024 MB RAM

Graphics: 500MB

DirectX: Version 7.0

Storage: 170 MB available space

Additional Notes: Keyboard and Mouse
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caveman alive steam. caveman alive. caveman found alive

Has potential. I really like where it is going. I really enjoy the setting and support the developer with this title all the way.. It's
clever, but there is to much light pulsing on the screen, it gives an immidiate headache. You can't turn it off in the options
because the menu is broken. I don't know what these guys where thinking about... It's like playing the rainbow road on Mario
kart, but the entire game all the time... hurts your eyes and head, I really wanted to like this :(. My humble advice is don't buy it
right now, until they fix the horrendous controls. I tried with the vr controllers and an xbox joystick and it has alot of problems
with both. tried about a dozen times to not just drive into the water after I got off the carrier. I see others have said the same. If
this is fixed, I will update this review. Until then do as much as you can to see if you think you'll be able to get the controls
working properly.. Its bad! really boring and poorly made i thought itd be fun in an ironic kind of way like hunnie pop but nope
its cancer. This game is quite simply a total disappointment. I love tycoon\/economy games, this is about 5 minutes of game play
followed by aeons of not playing it with some mixed in regret and ultimately a feeling that I was conned out of dollars I could
have had more fun flusing down a toilet.. Sound is a great mechanic for a minimalist game that was originally a phone game and
with the encouragement of using headphones the game becomes scarier due to the visual use of the sound mechanic.. Awesome
little naval strategy game by a awesome and dedicated game Dev. If the video and screen shots interest you at all then I'd
recommend buying it, you'll enjoy it.. The first game in years that's managed to recapture that 'something' I remember games
having back in the days of the Spectrum and Atari ST. I've been finding it challenging not just to play, but to put down as well!

Very, very enjoyable indeed and well worth seven quid of anyone's money :) If you found the lack of stats and crappy UI in
Skyrim annoying and want something a bit more 'Authentic' for an RPG, then do give this a go. The demo's huge, btw, and will
keep you busy for a good afternoon...
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More of a glorified iPhone game than a PC game, especially compared to games like Battlestations Pacific, its only really worth
getting your hands on if you have a much neglected itch for propper WW2 naval combat. Everything from tiny PT Boats and
submarines to the Yamato and Yorktown are included in this game.. Cool, so cool. I want an expansion pack!. Great classic
adventure game with a well thought out hint and achievement system to keep you interested. Around 8 hours long as well if you
do everything!. Amazing pack of DLCs for an amazing game. The new helicopters and different crates work beautifully with
the new slingloading system and gives a lot more freedom to mapmakers for insertion\/extraction or support during missions.
The new weapons and wookie-suits are quite nice too, but the real star in this pack is obviously the go-carts and the very hard
but manageable time trials!. Played it a bit.

Its pretty good.. It's probably not my type or something, but all i noticed in this game was you walk down a badly lit (and not that
greatly rendered) coridor, you can look right and left into other always empty coridors (maybe at some point they would get a
monster as well. As you do a quick turn around you notice there is a monster following you inthe first coridor. But you can't do
anything other than looking at it.. The only reason to buy this game is for easy achievments. Avoid if you couldnt care less about
them. This is a good game about turning letters into words and watching anime characters make jokes.

all games of this ilk need to have leaderboards like this one does.. please don't buy this game

it doesn't seem to have an end and the minigames have no instructions and the music doesn't loop right and uGH. Nice
game!@@\u7d20\u6674\u3089\u3057\u3044##
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